Using the Free IrfanView Photo Viewer to Crop, Resize,
and Highlight Census Images for Genealogical use
By J. Scott Langworthy

IrfanView is a Free Photo Viewer which has many surprising capabilities, some of which I
use all the time in my genealogical research and using Legacy Family Tree software.
With IrfanView, I can take a downloaded Census Image from Ancestry (for example),
the following as needed to provide me with a finished Jpg photo.

and do

 I can Crop the excess part of the image. Getting rid of black or white that is
surrounding the image we want to preserve.
 I can use the Color Corrections Menu off of the Image Menu, to adjust the Gamma, and
Contrast, to eliminate some of the noise, or to darken, or to lighten the image
making it easier to see and interpret.
 I can use a little trick in that same menu, if I first highlight the area where I
want a nice Highlight Yellow area, and then use the BLUE Color Button and shift it
down all the way to -255 thereby turning the selection in question, YELLOW and yet
still see the underlying Black Text.
 I can use the Resize menu off of the Image menu, to resize the full size image, in
order to reduce the size in MB, to something smaller, but yet still zoomable to read
details. This helps keep File sizes down, which can make the Legacy Database Images
unwieldy.
There are other things this free viewer program can do, but this alone makes my simple
editing work fast and allows for fast flow in getting the info, and moving on to the next
image.
If you are interested in downloading this FREE Photo Viewer, here is a link to their
page...it is a Very Popular Program, for its versatility, and the fact that it is free.
http://www.irfanview.net/

Make sure to download the flavor you want, 32 Bit, or 64 Bit. If you are unsure, get the
32 bit. Also, make sure to download the corresponding “Plugins” File, because this
allows a lot of the magic to happen.
Here is my own little tutorial on how to manipulate the Census Image using IrfanView.

So here is the workspace for IrfanView, and it is currently viewing the image with “Fit
Image to Window” option. I only use that option, and also the Fit Window to Image 1:1.
1. Image 1: If you want to switch back and forth viewing the image fit to the screen or
viewing the Image as 1:1, choose VIEW Menu, DISPLAY IMAGE (WINDOW MODE), and then
choose either of the two option already described above.
2. For the purposes of this tutorial, please make sure to choose Fit Image to Window,
so you can see the whole image on the screen.

Image 1

Image 2: Here is the view now, after choosing “Fit Image to Window.” We’re going to crop
first, so take note of the excess border in black, which we don’t need, so we’ll
eliminate it.
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1. Image 3: So now we want to Crop the image. Use your mouse to create a box around
the part you want to keep. You do this by LEFT CLICKING in the CORNER of the part
of the image you want, and while holding down on the Button, DRAGE down to the
opposite corner, creating a box around the part of the image you want to keep. For
the purposes of this tutorial, these boxes, will be made with a RED border so you
can see it, otherwise it is a faint, thin, grey outline, normally.
2. Once you have the box created, then Choose Menu EDIT, and then choose CROP SELECTION
off that menu.
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Image 4: Now you can see after choosing that option your image has been cropped and we
have now gotten rid of the excess black border we don’t need. (Before doing this, if the
image was really crooked, we could also rotate the image back into a level view again,
with Menu IMAGE and then Choose CUSTOM/FINE ROTATION. But for now, we have a cropped
image.
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To do this next step, we first need to draw a Box around the part of the Census where
we’ll want to put in the Yellow Highlight. So do this first, before Step one on this
image. So we’re drawing a box around Loring and Hannah Brown, Lines 43 and 54.
1. Image 5: Now we’re going to create the Highlighted Yellow box to highlight the
people on the Census we want to find easily. So after drawing your box around
Loring and Hannah, Choose Menu IMAGE
2. Then Choose COLOR CORRECTIONS.
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1. Image 6: So here is the Box, shown in RED so you can see it for this example.
2. The Color Corrections window is open
3. The Color we will manipulate to make this Yellow Highlight is the Blue Slider.
4. Currently the Blue slider is set to 0, with a range of -255 to +255.
5. Once we fix it the way we want, we’ll hit APPLY TO ORIGINAL.
6. And we’ll Click OK. We’ll see what I mean in Image 7, below Image 6.
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1. Image 7: So again, here is our Box we drew to be our Selection to Highlight Yellow.
2. Take note of the Original Selection Image here, see the thin view which is the
selection.
3. Take note of the New Selection Image, showing the change when it occurs.
4. Take the BLUE SLIDER and Slide it all the way to the LEFT for -225 Value.
5. See the Yellow Selection now.
6. If what you wanted to accomplish, worked, then Click APPLY TO IMAGE.
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1. Image 8: After clicking on APPLY TO IMAGE in the Color Corrections Window, you’ll
see the area you drew your box around, change to the Yellow Highlight you made.
You can now Click on OK to exit that Color Corrections Window and go back to the normal
view.
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1. Image 9: Now Choose Menu VIEW and Choose DISPLAY OPTIONS (WINDOWS MODE)
2. Then Choose FIT WINDOW TO IMAGE 1:1.
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Image 10: Once you choose that View, you’ll now see the Image full size, over spilling
the IrfanView Window. Here you can still see that the Selection Box I drew around the
People I wanted highlighted is still visible here, especially over on the left side of
the yellow highlight. In order to remove the Selection, after applying the color, simply
LEFT CLICK anywhere on the image OUTSIDE of the selection, and the box will disappear.
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1. Image 11: Now with this full size view up, we will Resize the Image to reduce the
size and the overall dimensions. We need to choose a number which is reasonable so
that when you zoom on the resized image once saved, you will still be able to read
it well. So Choose IMAGE Menu, then Choose RESIZE/RESAMPLE.
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1. Image 12: When the RESIZE/RESAMPLE window pops up, you want to look at the WIDTH
number. This is the number of pixels Wide that the image is, and viewing it Full
Size beneath this window, you can see everything is readable, but it is a large
image. In fact this Image is roughly 3650 Pixels wide. I usually pick something
like half or one third of the original size. Your preferences may vary.
Make sure the PRESEVER ASPECT RATIO Check Box is CHECECKED.
the Width, it will automatically change the Height.

This way when we change

2. You will click OK when you are done changing the Width Number, which we will do
next.
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1. Image 13: So we changed this to 1200, roughly one third of the original width.
2. Click OK
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Image 14: When you
were viewing it at
new Value, in this
worked ok for this

choose your new size and Click OK, the view of your image, (since we
full size), will resize itself and change you Full Size view to the
case 1200. Though it might be hard to see in this image, the 1200
resize.
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Image 15: Now that we are done editing the photo, we need to save it.
FILE Menu, and then SAVE AS. The SAVE AS Window will open up.

You can Choose

1. Navigate to the Folder you want to save your Image to.
2. Name your file whatever way you want to identify it.
3. Over in the JPEG/GIF Save Options Side Menu, make sure the Slider is over on the
Right side with a Quality value of 100 Percent. To see this Options Window, if you
don’t see it, make sure the little Check Box in the main SAVE AS Window roughly in
the bottom middle called SHOW OPTIONS DIALOG is checked.
4. Click SAVE.
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1. Image 16: If you open Windows Explorer (Not Internet Explorer), you navigate to the
Census Folder, in this example, you should now see your newly Saved File. The
original image when downloaded was 1800 KB, now it is only 875 KB.
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1. Image 17: Now if you want you could DOUBLE CLICK on the Photo, and it should Open up
WINDOWS PHOTO VIEWER. You can look at the image now.
2. You can use the Zoom Button to Zoom in and see the details, and it should be
readable enough to get the details you wish. You can also use the Scroll Wheel to
zoom in and out too...
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Image 18: As you can see when zooming in on the image, it is still readable and usable in
the future, as well as being highlighted, so the people you want to look at are easily
and quickly found.

That’s it for my tutorial. I hope you can see some benefits here, working with this FREE
Program IrfanView. You have many choices for free Image Viewers/Editors, and you can
choose whichever you like. Hopefully this enhances your Genealogical quest for find
Sourcing Images and fixing them up to sit your needs.
Lastly, once you do a few of these Censuses this way, you will find that it takes your
about 3 minutes to do all this work in this tutorial, perhaps even faster...so don’t be
discouraged by the amount of detail here, it is only for clarification.
J. Scott Langworthy
New York, USA

